Please note that you will NEED the Remote Control Unit for some operations including FINALIZING the DVD. ALSO the VCR/DVD needs to be shut off on its own as it is not part of the rack power button.

Getting Started – IF THE UNIT DOES NOT SHOW THE TIME in the window <<16>>, power was interrupted and you will need to complete the steps on this page.

1 SELECT “VCR” ON THE 105 TV MONITOR. (Main rack power needs to be ON).
2 Turn ON the VCR/DVD power <<1>>.

**IF YOU RECEIVED A “HELLO” AND THE TIME IS CORRECT >> GO TO PAGE FOUR (4).**

If you DID NOT receive a “Hello” after Pressing the VCR/DVD Power - "LOADING" will be displayed for about 50 seconds while the microprocessor is being initialized. DO NOT START ANYTHING UNTIL AFTER THE UNIT SWITCHES TO "AUTO" MODE.

3 Press INPUT SELECT <<15>> and select the REAR VIDEO INPUT (L-1 in window) <<16>>.
Clock Set – p.17

1. Turn on the unit.
2. Turn on the TV and select the AV mode.
3. Slide the TV/CABLE/DBS/DVD switch to DVD.

1. Press VCR/DVD repeatedly so that the DVD lamp lights up on the unit.
2. Press SET UP to access the Main Menu screen.
3. Press \(<\)\(>\) to select “INITIAL SET UP”, then press ENTER.
4. Press \(\uparrow\downarrow\) to select “TIME”, then press ENTER. Press \(\uparrow\downarrow\) until the desired time appears, then press ENTER to start clock.
5. Set the date and year in the same way.
6. Holding \(\uparrow\downarrow\) changes the time in 30-minute intervals, or changes the date in 15-day intervals.

1. Press \(\uparrow\downarrow\) to select “D.S.T.”, then press ENTER. Press \(\right\) to select the desired setting, then press ENTER.
2. ON: Adjustment will be made by the built-in clock itself.
3. OFF: Select when Daylight Saving Time does not apply to you.

1. Press SET UP to complete the setting.

Modify Program Name p.40 (Re-Naming DVD Title)

Modify Program Name - p.40

1. Press NAVIGATION. The Library Database DVD Navi screen appears.
2. Press \(\uparrow\downarrow\) \(<\)\(>\) to select “ORIGINAL”, then press ENTER.
3. Press \(\uparrow\downarrow\) \(<\)\(>\) to select one program you want to modify, then press \(\downarrow\).
4. Press \(\uparrow\downarrow\) \(<\)\(>\) to select “MODIFY”, then press ENTER.
5. Press \(\uparrow\downarrow\) \(<\)\(>\) to select “MODIFY NAME”. Press \(\uparrow\downarrow\) \(<\)\(>\) to select “DELETE” or “DELETE ALL”, then press ENTER.
6. To correct a letter, press \(\uparrow\downarrow\) \(<\)\(>\) to select “DELETE” or “DELETE ALL”, then press ENTER.
7. You can enter the letters up to 64.
8. You can also enter the new name with the number keys. For example, when you press 2 repeatedly, “A”, “B”, “C”, “a”, “b”, “c”, “2”, and then “A” appear by turns. You can use the following buttons.

Number keys: for entering letters, numbers and blank space
\(<\)\(>\) buttons: for moving the entering or inserting point
CLEAR button: for correcting a letter
\(<\)\(>\)\(>\) buttons: for changing character tables

1. Press NAVIGATION to return to the normal screen.
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DVD Recording p. 37

1 Load a recordable DVD disc.
2 Press VCR/DVD repeatedly so that the DVD lamp lights up on the unit.
3 INPUT L1 should be selected. If not - press INPUT SELECT +/- on the unit or INPUT +/- on the remote control to select the recording source (L1).
4 Set the DVD deck to the stop mode.
5 REC MODE [SP] is the mode we use. If that is not selected - Press REC MODE repeatedly to set the recording mode. • When you press REC MODE once, the current recording mode is displayed. Thereafter, each time you press REC MODE, the recording mode changes as follows: XP ] SP ] LP ] EP ] FR ] (Back to the beginning)
6 Press REC and do a short test. You can play this back to see if everything is OK AND you can erase this before finalizing the disc.

NOTE: Chapter divisions are automatically inserted every 5 minutes. You can insert chapters yourself but when the disc is FINALIZED, it will erase all of your entries and only insert 5 minute intervals automatically.

7 Press REC when performer enters room. This will help establish the shot and with the video, the extra time is not a problem.
8 Press PAUSE if performer leaves stage – Resume REC when performer comes back. See #7 above. Do NOT pause the DVD for short intervals between pieces performed.
9 Press STOP at end of program. Do NOT finalize the disc until updating the name of the program.
10 REMOVE TEST RECORDING. Follow instructions on next page. If in doubt, do not do it as you can wipe out what you want to keep.
11 ENTER PROGRAM NAME. Event name and date: e.g. Fresh Flutes Dec 6 2007. SEE “Modify Program Name” on previous page.
12 FINALIZE DISC. If everything is OK, Finalize according to instructions on next page. If in doubt. Leave the disc alone and inform Paul.
Delete Program p. 41

NOTE: Although it is possible to delete recorded programs, available recording capacity does not increase. The deleted program is never resumed. Play lists and program information in the unit’s library are also deleted.

A Press NAVIGATION. The Library Database DVD Navi screen appears.
B Press \( \Delta \uparrow \downarrow \) \( \wedge \) \( \mathrm{v} \) to select “ORIGINAL”, then press ENTER.

2 Press \( \Delta \uparrow \downarrow \) \( \wedge \) \( \mathrm{v} \) to select one program you want to delete, then press \( \uparrow \).
3 Press \( \Delta \uparrow \downarrow \) \( \wedge \) \( \mathrm{v} \) to select “DELETE”, then press ENTER. The message appears for your confirmation.
4 Press \( \downarrow \uparrow \) to select “YES”, then press ENTER.
5 Press NAVIGATION to return to the normal screen.

Finalize A DVD-R/RW Disc p. 63

1 Press VCR/DVD repeatedly so that the DVD lamp lights up on the unit.
2 Press SET UP to access the Main Menu screen.
   • Alternatively, you can press FINALIZE to access the “FINALIZE” setting on the “UTILITY” menu directly. For details, refer to “Direct Access To “FINALIZE” Setting” (pg. 64).
3 Press \( \Delta \uparrow \downarrow \) \( \wedge \) \( \mathrm{v} \) to select “DVD SET UP”, then press ENTER.
4 Press \( \downarrow \uparrow \) to select “UTILITY”, then press ENTER.
5 To change the operation method of a DVD-R/RW (Video mode) disc, press \( \Delta \uparrow \downarrow \) to select “DISC TYPE”, then press ENTER. Press \( \Delta \uparrow \downarrow \) to select the desired option, then press ENTER.
6 Press \( \Delta \uparrow \downarrow \) to select “FINALIZE”, then press ENTER. Press \( \downarrow \uparrow \) to select “YES”, then press ENTER when “DISC WILL BE FINALIZED” appears on the TV screen.
7 Press \( \downarrow \uparrow \) to select “OK”, then press ENTER when “FINALIZING WILL MAKE DISC READ-ONLY” appears on the TV screen.
8 Press SET UP to return to the normal screen.

- Menu screen is cleared.
- You can select whether to finalize a disc automatically after dubbing. For details, refer to “Auto Finalizing” (pg. 46)
- Once a DVD-R/RW (Video mode) disc has been finalized, the displays for original and play list do not appear. Only display for library appears.
- Once a DVD-RW (VR mode) disc has been finalized, it can be played on DVD players compatible with VR mode.

* The boldface settings below indicate the settings at your purchase.
**Delete Program**

You cannot record any more with Library Database DVD Navi once the registered programs on the disc reach 99 programs. Deleting unnecessary programs after dubbing or other operations can increase remaining time and available recording capacity. (For DVD-R discs, although it is possible to delete recorded programs, available recording capacity does not increase.) The deleted program is never resumed. Play lists and program information in the unit’s library are also deleted.

1. Perform steps 1 to 2 of “Modify Index” (pg. 40) before continuing.
2. Press right/enter to select one program you want to delete, then press t.
3. Press right/enter to select “DELETE”, then press ENTER. The message appears for your confirmation.
4. Press right/enter to select “YES”, then press ENTER.
   - When you cancel the deletion, select “NO”, then press ENTER.
5. Press NAVIGATION to return to the normal screen.

**Finalize A DVD-R/RW Disc**

1. Press VCR/DVD repeatedly so that the DVD lamp lights up on the unit.
2. Press SET UP to access the Main Menu screen.
   - Alternatively, you can press FINALIZE to access the “FINALIZE” setting on the “UTILITY” menu directly. For details, refer to “Direct Access To “FINALIZE” Setting” (pg. 64).
3. Press right/enter to select “DVD SET UP”, then press ENTER.
4. Press right/enter to select “UTILITY”, then press ENTER.
5. To change the operation method of a DVD-R/RW (Video mode) disc, press right to select “DISC TYPE”, then press ENTER. Press right to select the desired option, then press ENTER.
6. Press right to select “FINALIZE”, then press ENTER.
   - Press right/enter to select “YES”. then press ENTER when “DISC WILL BE FINALIZED” appears on the TV screen.
7. Press right/enter to select “OK”, then press ENTER when “FINALIZING WILL MAKE DISC READ-ONLY” appears on the TV screen.
8. Press SET UP to return to the normal screen.
   - Menu screen is cleared.
   - You can select whether to finalize a disc automatically after dubbing.
   - Once a DVD-R/RW (Video mode) disc has been finalized, the displays for original and play list do not appear. Only display for library appears.
   - Once a DVD-RW (VR mode) disc has been finalized, it can be played on DVD players compatible with VR mode.

* The **boldface** settings below indicate the settings at your purchase.